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This content applies to IBM TRIRIGA Application Platform 3.5.1 and higher. See Migrating objects in the IBM Knowledge Center
for more information.
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IBM TRIRIGA Application Platform 3.5.1 introduced the ability to track metadata for high-level objects with revisions and object
labeling. The high-level objects whose metadata is revisioned include business objects, forms, modules, queries/reports, UX
metadata, and workflows. Changes to high-level objects are captured in object revisions. In addition to revision capabilities,
these objects contain identifiers called object labels. The process of identifying the objects is called object labeling.

Version 3.5.2
Starting in IBM TRIRIGA Application Platform 3.5.2, the metadata for these additional objects is now revisioned and labeled:
Navigation collections, navigation items, portals, portal sections, and security groups.

Version 3.5.3
IBM TRIRIGA Application Platform 3.5.3 builds on the object revisioning and labeling capabilities by providing the ability to apply
a custom object label to specific objects, and the ability to revert an object to a previous revision. The objects that you can
revert in this TRIRIGA release are forms, queries, and business objects.
Starting in TRIRIGA Application Platform 3.5.3, consider converting the TRIRIGA as-shipped objects that you renamed and
modified (typically with "cst"), back to the TRIRIGA objects from which they originated (with "tri"). The purpose of the new
conversion process is to enable the objects to use the new TRIRIGA object revisioning capabilities while preserving your object
modifications. When you make future modifications to the objects, the modifications are saved in object revisions. Ultimately, the
object revisioning and object labeling capabilities and tools aid in the future upgrade of your TRIRIGA applications.
For more information, see the Best Practices for Object Conversion and the Best Practices for Application Upgrade.

Version 3.6.0
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IBM TRIRIGA Application Platform 3.6.0 builds on the object revisioning and labeling capabilities by providing the ability, during
object migration export, to detect UX metadata objects that might require the creation of revisions. When creating a revision
might be required, an orange icon is displayed next to the object and the object name is in orange text.
Starting in 3.6.0, the Create Revision action and Revision terminology replaces the Snapshot action and Snapshot
terminology. The Create Revision action saves your changes and applies the In Progress object label to the UX metadata
component and all of its dependent children components. For bulk changes to multiple UX metadata components, the Create
Revision For Selected action and Create All Needed Revisions action are available on the landing page of the related UX app
designer tool. Then you can apply a custom object label to these modified objects in the Object Label Manager.
Also, starting in 3.6.0, when you open an object label in the Object Label Manager, the In Progress Objects tab features the
By Object Label drop-down, and the Current Revision Only check box. The By Object Label drop-down allows you to display
the labeled objects by the In Progress label, the Root label, or a custom object label. No IBM object labels will be available.
Then you can click the Apply Label to Selected action for the selected objects. For a non-Root label, you can also click the
Apply Label to All [Label Name] Objects action, where [Label Name] is the object label selected from the drop-down. The
Current Revision Only check box allows you to apply object labels to the current revision of an object only.
In addition, this new version provides the ability, during object migration import, to detect object label conflicts after the
preliminary validation process and after the validation process. When there is an object label conflict, an orange icon is
displayed next to the object and the object name is in orange text.
If differences are reported on the UX content files, such as HTML and CSS files, then to determine the exact differences, you
can download the content files. For each object from which you want to download content, select the check box, and click the
Download Content For Selected feature. The downloaded ZIP file includes the OM folder and System folder. The OM folder
contains the source content files, while the System folder contains the target content files. Next, you can compare the content file
versions by using an HTML "diff" tool. For more information on downloading content files, see Object Download. For more
information on comparing UX metadata, see Compare and Merge HTML Views.
For more information, see Revisions & Object Migration.
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3.5.1

The following objects are revisioned: business objects, modules, forms, queries, UX
metadata records. (Workflows are revisioned as of earlier versions.)
Revisions of the following objects can be compared: business objects, queries,
modules, forms.
The following objects are labeled: business objects, modules, forms, queries, UX
metadata, workflows.

3.5.2

Additional objects that are revisioned: navigation collections, navigation items,
portals, portal sections, security groups.
Revisions of additional objects can be compared: navigation collections, navigation
items, portals, portal sections, security groups, UX metadata.
Additional objects that are labeled: navigation collections, navigation items, portals,
portal sections, security groups.
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3.5.3

You can revert the current revision to a previous revision. The data for the previous
revision that you select becomes the current data. The objects that you can revert to
a previous revision: business objects, forms, queries.
You can choose specific "In Progress" objects to which you want to apply a custom
object label in Object Label Manager. This is added to the ability to apply the custom
label to all "In Progress" objects (in the previous version).

You can convert your "cst" objects (as-shipped TRIRIGA objects that you renamed
and modified) so that they can take advantage of object revisioning and new app
upgrade best practices.

memory_footprint modifications
modify object_label
object_revision
operating_system oracle

performance

You can view UX metadata objects that might require the creation of revisions during
an object migration export. These objects are highlighted with an orange icon and
orange text.
You can create revisions for multiple or all UX metadata components from the
landing page of the related UX app designer tool.
You can apply object labels to multiple or all objects that have the "In Progress"
label, the "Root" label, or a custom object label, and also apply object labels to the
current revision of objects only.
You can view objects with object label conflicts after the preliminary validation
process and after the validation process during an object migration import. These
objects are highlighted with an orange icon and orange text.
You can download the UX content files, such as HTML and CSS files, to determine
the exact differences between the versions.
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Wiki: Tracking changes to objects and comparing object revisions
Wiki: New naming convention best practices
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Wiki: Tracking changes to objects and comparing object revisions
Wiki: New naming convention best practices
Wiki: Correcting object labels from previous 3.5.0 or 3.5.0.1 environments
PDF: Best Practices for Application Upgrade 10.5.1 to 10.5.2
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Wiki: Tracking changes to objects and comparing object revisions
Wiki: Tracking Object Revisions
Wiki: Correcting object labels from previous 3.5.0 or 3.5.0.1 environments
Wiki: Best Practices for Object Conversion
Wiki: Best Practices for Application Upgrade
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